Because of healthcare workers
Imagine a world without healthcare workers. Think about how many people die in one day. Wouldn't that be a
nightmare? That would be crazy, but imagine a world with health care workers. Not many people would die at all.
They are very caring people. They are saving people's lives and risking their lives. Without health care workers,
more than 1⁄2 of the world would probably be dead right now. In my opinion I think that healthcare workers
deserve more appreciation.
First of all in my opinion we should appreciate healthcare workers more because they work all day long and
sometimes when their child is sick they can't even help. Because they have to go to work for eight hours almost
every day. And they sometimes have to work shifts and that almost is ten hours. Sometimes they even have to
work till midnight alone. If I wore a healthcare worker I would need like three coffees a day, one in the morning,
one at noon, and one in the afternoon.
Second of all I think health care workers deserve more appreciation because they are saving so many lives. And
also think about how hard their work is. They have to rush to places and make sure the blood samples are right
and they can't mess up because they know if they put the wrong blood sample in someone that would kill them
and that's a lot of stress to take. If I wore a healthcare worker for over 5 years like my mom I would have a hard
attack by now.
Most importantly I think health care workers deserve more appreciation because they are risking their lives and
saving others. Also they are going around twenty four seven and they have so much pressure because they never
know what virus or patient is going to walk through that door or hit. They have so many patients walking through
that door for alcohol problems or a bad virus. You never know there are many scary things that healthcare
workers have to worry about and that is why I think healthcare workers deserve more appreciation.
Conclusion
In my opinion I think healthcare workers deserve more appreciation by making cards for them or next time you
see a healthcare worker say thank you for helping us with whatever your problem is. Stay healthy.

